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The extensive list of existing features includes the following: Optimisation of audio files
with audio processing functions such as compression, sample rate conversion,

downsampling or upsampling Unique file browser for audio files, for instance providing
image-like representations (SID or midi) of a CD Integration of Wav files with CD-like

preview and mouse-over information Co-existence with surround systems, 5.1 and 7.1
Integrated recording feature Configuration and management of the sound card All

common codecs: MP3, AAC, MP2, Ogg Vorbis, FLAC, APE, ALAC Interactive control over the
whole audio path Comprehensive database structure, tailored to the extensive library of
audio files Audirvana runs on all Windows operating systems including Windows 95, XP, 7
and 10 Available for any combination of sound card / hardware Audirvana runs on Mac OS
X The most important user benefits are: Audirvana Plus is a universal, audiophile player

which can be linked to any combination of audio interface (sound card) and DA converter
Audirvana Plus represents the optimum choice for audiophiles who use the computer as a
source The Basic version of Audirvana Plus – as well as the "Audirvana Player" – allows the

user to play all common audio file formats such as MP3, AAC, APE, ALAC or FLAC. This
includes such popular formats as MP3/AAC/APE (MP3/AAC/APE), with the special additional

feature of storing the MP3/AAC/APE file as an "audio-file", allowing the complete
encapsulation of the CD-like image
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i feel that audirvana is
able to provide a high-

quality conversion of the
sound with a high number

of quality options and a
tool that allows me to fine-

tune the sound. this
makes it possible to

implement my personal
preferences for more than

just the playback
environment. i use it with

gpus for 3d effects, for
example, so that the
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sound can be heard in its
purity and quality. thus, i

would recommend
audirvana to anyone who
listens to music and wants

a high-quality playback
system in the form of a
digital audio converter. i
have never heard better

sound quality. i would like
to use audirvana as an

audio converter and a file
manager. i am a bit

surprised at the price. for
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about 500 euros, it is
pretty cheap. on the other

hand, i would not
recommend audirvana to
someone who wants to

use it for music playback.
for that, you need a better

audio interface and a
digital to analogue

converter, respectively. it
does everything i want it

to do. i would like to listen
to the sound in my car. it
does not matter to me if it
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is a wav file, a mp3 file or
a flac file. i only need

audirvana to convert the
sound in a way that the
sound can be played. for
that, audirvana is very

good. i would recommend
it to anyone who listens to
music. i want to convert a
file. i am looking for the
easiest way to do this.

when i open audirvana, i
only see the conversion

parameters. i have no idea
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how it works. what do i
need to do to convert a
file? how can i select a

file? what do i need to do
to convert a file? the

software consists of an
audio player and a good
audio editor. the player
can be used to play any

music file and can be
controlled with keyboard
shortcuts. if you want to
listen to music, you have

to decide for the
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audirvana player, a free
choice with no limitations.
if you want to edit music,
you have to decide for the

audirvana editor. in
addition, you can
optionally use the

audirvana player to access
the drm-free (via itunes)

music in your music
library. the audirvana

editor can also be used to
edit audio files in a
number of different
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formats, including mp3.
5ec8ef588b
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